Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a popular method for high-rate data transmission in wireless environments. In OFDM, the channel bandwidth is divided into several narrow subbands. The frequency response over each of these subbands is flat. Hence, a frequency-selective channel is transformed into several flat-fading subchannels. The time domain waveforms of the subcarriers are orthogonal, yet the signal spectra corresponding to different subcarriers overlap in frequency. Therefore, the available bandwidth is used very efficiently. The data rate of the system is aggregate of the data rate per subchannel. These features make OFDM suitable for high data rate applications. Another advantage of OFDM systems is that they are less susceptible to various kinds of impulse noise. These characteristics result in reduced receiver complexity.
MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) systems use multiple antennas at both the transmitter and the receiver. Each antenna simultaneously transmits a small piece of data using the same frequency band to the receiver. By taking advantage of the spatial diversity resulting from spatially separated antennas, the receiver can process the data flows and put them back together. This technique utilizes the bandwidth very efficiently.
MIMO channels become frequency-selective during high data-rate transmission due to the multipath characteristics of the environment. By combining OFDM and MIMO, these frequency selective channels can be transformed to a set of frequency flat MIMO channels. Hence decreasing the receiver complexity. Therefore, MIMO-OFDM systems are very promising in broadband wireless systems [1] , [2] .
Each receiver in MIMO-OFDM systems should equalize the received signal to remove the effect of channel on the signal. Most of equalization/ detection algorithms need to invert a matrix which is either the channel state information (H) or a nonlinear function of it (f (H)). Increasing the number of transmitter and receiver antennas in the system, results in a higher data rate. At the same time, dimensions of matrix f (H) increase, requiring more computations to invert the matrix in less time. This makes the matrix inversion block a bottleneck in these systems.
In this work, we developed an architecture for matrix inversion by generalizing the QR decomposition-based Recursive Least Square algorithm (QRD-RLS) [3] . This algorithm has wide applications in wireless communications and signal processing such as beamforming, channel equalization and HDTV. QRD-RLS is numerically stable and has rapid convergence. It also involves local communication between nodes which is suitable for hardware implementation.
Inverting a matrix using QR decomposition requires a number of rotations to nullify the unwanted values. The standard rotation algorithm called Givens rotation(GR) requires square root operations and divisions that are expensive for hardware. Dohler [4] proposed a square-root-free version of the Givens rotations or "Squared Givens Rotation (SGR)" in 1991. This algorithm eliminates the need for square-root operations and also spares half of the multiplications. Another algorithm, introduced by Gotze and Schwiegelshohn [5] is the square-root and division free (SDGR) version of the Givens rotations. This algorithm works in a different number realization system and instead of eliminating square roots and divisions, shifts these operations to the final stages of computation. Compared to the SGR, SDGR performs more operations to finish a similar task. Table I compares the number of different operations in each of these algorithms for inverting a 4 × 4 matrix of real numbers. Another rotation algorithm which is very suitable for fixedpoint calculations, is CORDIC (COordinate Rotation DIgital Computer) [6] . It is an iterative algorithm for calculating trigonometric functions such as sine and cosine. This algorithm is a combination of shifts and adds and does not require any multiplications [7] , [8] , [9] ,.
The Squared Givens rotation algorithm is used in the proposed architecture design. It has several advantages over the classic Givens rotations and CORDIC. The SGR requires no square roots and half of the multiplications compared to the standard GR. It is much faster than CORDIC. It also can be used with floating point arithmetic which needs 20 percent less number of bits comparing to fixed point and CORDIC arithmetic for the same accuracy [10] . Reference [11] has a comparison between the MMSE detector structures including a matrix inversion core using CORDIC and SGR. The CORDICbased architecture results in hardware with twice as much area and more than 50% more latency compared to the SGR-based architecture.
Floating point allows for rapid prototyping but has traditionally had higher hardware costs. New generations of FPGA provide faster hardware structures for supporting floating point operations. These pipelined units are very competitive with unrolled iterative algorithms like CORDIC for elementary function evaluation. For applications in which numerical properties of input matrices are general and possibly unknown, rapid prototyping with floating point hardware has great benefits.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section review matrix inversion and the QRD-RLS algorithm. The Squared Givens rotation algorithm and systolic array are described in sections III and IV. Architecture design and FPGA implementation will be discussed in sections V and VI. Concluding remarks will be in section VII.
II. MATRIX INVERSION AND QRD-RLS
Inverting a matrix A using Gaussian elimination has a complexity of O(n 3 ). The complexity of matrix inversion in hardware becomes prohibitive for real time applications and large values of n. Our goal is to invert a matrix of size 12×12 in hardware. In this paper we present the results for inverting a matrix of size 4×4. The same idea and a slight modification in hardware can be used for larger matrix sizes. In the hardware design, we are using QR decomposition and systolic arrays. Let A be n×p matrix of full rank p. The QR decomposition is decomposing matrix A to a triangular matrix R p×p and an orthogonal matrix Q using plane rotations.
Rotation algorithm can be Givens rotation or any of its variations such as SGR, SDGR or CORDIC. Then, finding the pseudo-inverse of matrix A, is equal to :
Recursive least square algorithm based on QR decomposition (QRD-RLS), can be used to find the inverse matrix. The main idea of QRD-RLS algorithm is to find a solution for the system of equations
by minimizing the least square error min(|b − Ax|). This can be done by transforming A to an upper triangular matrix using QR decomposition and systolic arrays and substituting the elements backwards into the equations. By generalizing the above procedure to p dimensions and solving the equation
in which I is the identity matrix, we can find the inverse of a matrix A, X = A −1 . The next section presents the SGR, the rotation algorithm used in our architecture.
III. SQUARED GIVENS ROTATIONS
Squared Givens rotation was introduced by Dohler. Let U be the upper triangular p × p matrix which results from triangularization of A by Gaussian elimination. Then U = D R R and D R = diag(R) then (1)can be rewritten as:
R . In SGR, matrix U is calculated instead of R. This requires one half of the multiplications compared to the standard Givens rotation and do not require square roots.
Suppose A to be already partially reduced. Let a = (0, ..., 0, a k , ..., a p ) be a row whose element a k = 0 is to be annihilated by the next standard rotation. We suppose that there is another row r = (0, ..., 0, r k , . .., r p ) with a sufficient number of leading zeros. The standard Givens rotation :
generates new rows with an additional zero in the kth position ofā. If we assume to replace the following values in the above equations:
with a given scalar w > 0, then the Squared Givens Rotation (SGR) will be:ū
After completely annihilating A (or V), U will be the upper triangular matrix which is equal to U = diag(R)R. Later, this matrix can be used to find the inverse of A by using back substitution.
IV. SYSTOLIC ARRAYS
Use of systolic arrays for matrix triangularization is a well known concept [12] . We adopt the idea and extend it to SGR in our design. Fig. 1 shows a systolic array for the QRD-RLS algorithm. The triangular part consists of two different node types: Boundary cell and Internal cell. These nodes perform rotations on each element in the input matrix to zero out the unwanted elements of the matrix and transform it to an upper triangular form.
The circular Boundary cell performs the "vectoring" operation on complex-valued inputs which means that it nullifies the imaginary part of complex numbers and outputs the rotation angle to the internal cells.
The square Internal cell "rotates" the input values with the rotation-angle received from the boundary cell in each row. The values move top-down and from left to right in this system. The internal cells in the last column of the triangular part in Fig. 1 update the "b" values in (2) .
The nodes in the linear part of the systolic array receive the upper triangular matrix from the triangular part and perform back-substitution to find elements of matrix X in (3). Final outputs are generated in the LB1 cell. The next section will describe the designed architecture in more detail. 
V. ARCHITECTURE DESIGN
The systolic array for inverting a 4 × 4 matrix is shown in Fig. 2 . If we implement every single node in this diagram, it requires a large area and has very high throughput. In our approach, we combined similar nodes, added memory blocks and a scheduler that controls movement of data between nodes (See Fig.3 ). In this figure, boundary and internal cells are same as the ones in Fig. 1 . The back substitution cell is a combination of four cells
During the initialization step, the input matrix is stored in A-Mem cells. After receiving the first value, the boundary cell starts processing it. Because there is no data dependency at the beginning of the process, boundary cell does not have to wait for the initialization step to finish and these two steps can be pipelined. The boundary cell performs vectorizing on the values and sends the rotation angle to the internal cell. It computes the equations: When all the values of triangular matrix U are computed, and the identity matrix is also updated with new rotated elements (P), then values enter the back substitution node. This node computes the values of inverse matrix X = A −1 :
The final output X or inverse of matrix A is stored in BMem memories. The control unit controls the flow of inputs 
VI. FPGA IMPLEMENTATION
The System Generator [13], a high level design tool from Xilinx is used to implement and test the matrix inversion design on the Virtex4-xc4vlx200 FPGA. Input is a 4 × 4 matrix of complex, floating point values and output is the inverse matrix. Table II shows the design statistics for a 4 × 4 matrix inversion core. We assumed 14 bits for mantissa, 6 bits for exponent of floating point numbers and one sign bit. For floating point operators (adder and multiplier) we have used the available operators from Xilinx. Floating point divider is designed in System Generator by using the division IP Core v.3. All these operators are compatible with IEEE754 standard. Table III shows the resources that each of the floating point operators use on FPGA.
On a state of the art Virtex4-xc4vlx200 FPGA running at 115 MHz, this matrix inversion architecture achieves a throughput of 8.1us or 0.13M updates per second. By pipelining the triangular section and the back substitution part of the design, throughput can increase to 0.15M updates per second. The latency for generating the upper triangular matrix is 777 cycles and back substitution has a latency of 156 cycles. These latencies can be decreased by adding more boundary or internal nodes to the design or decreasing the word length requirements. The design is easily extendable to other matrix sizes of n × p by changing the control unit. There is a tradeoff between number of cells (and hence area of the design) and throughput. For larger matrices, if throughput is less than required, we can increase number of cells and use a semiparallel approach instead of the current folded model. VII. CONCLUSIONS
